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This Conflict and Tension 1918-39 book is written specially to match the new
2016 AQA GCSE History specification, and is developed by an experienced head
of history and an author with senior examining experience. Carefully designed
features such as Sources, Practice Questions and Study Tips help students
prepare for the new AQA exams.
This book has been approved by AQA and covers in breadth issues of change,
continuity, and cause and consequence in this period of Russian history through
key themes such as how Russia was governed, the extent of social change, and
how important were ideologies.
Retaining well-loved features, this book covers in breadth issues of change,
continuity, and cause and consequence in this period of American history through
key questions such as how did the role of the USA in world affairs change, and
how united was the USA during this period?
Britain: Migration, Empires and the People c790-Present Day Revision Guide ,
part of the popular Oxford AQA 9-1 GCSE History series, offers the clear revision
approach of Recap, Apply, and Review and step-by-step exam practice
strategies for all AQA question types, giving you the confidence that students will
succeed in their exams.
Teacher Handbook is written specifically to match the new 2016 AQA GCSE
History specification, and is developed by an experienced head of history and an
author with senior examining experience. This handbook covers all 16 options,
and offers professional, practical support filled with subject knowledge, classroom
ideas, plus exam support.
This book is approved by AQA and covers in breadth issues of change,
continuity, and cause and consequence in this period of British history through
key themes such as how far did the monarchy change during Stuart Britain, why
were there disputes over religion, how effective was opposition, and how
important were ideologies and individuals.
Retaining well-loved features, this book is now matched to the new AQA
specification and covers AS and A Level content together. With a strong focus on
history skills, exam practice and specially selected sources and extracts, this
book covers the period in breadth, to help students understand and make
connections between the six key themes.
This book covers in breadth issues of change, continuity, and cause and consequence. It will
enable you to understand and make connections between the six key questions covered in the
specification including: how was Britain governed, what pressures did governments face, how
did the economy change, and how did society and social policy develop?
This Germany book is written specially to match the new 2016 AQA GCSE History
specification, and is developed by an experienced head of history and an author with senior
examining experience. Carefully designed features such as Interpretations, Practice Questions
and Study Tips help students prepare for the new AQA exam questions.
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Retaining well-loved features, this book is now matched to the new AQA specification and
covers AS and A Level content together. With a strong focus on history skills, exam practice
and specially selected sources and extracts, it covers the period in breadth, to help students
understand and make connections between the six key themes.
This Democracy and Nazism: Germany 1918-1945 Revision Guide is part of the bestselling
Oxford AQA History for A Level series. Written to match the new AQA specification, this series
helps you deepen your historical knowledge and develop vital analytical and evaluation skills.
This revision guide offers the clearly structured revision approach of Recap, Apply, and Review
to prepare you for exam success. Step-by-step exam practice strategies for all AQA question
types are provided (including Source Analysis and essays linked to Key Concepts), as well as
well-researched, targeted guidance based on what we now know from the new AQA
examiner's reports on Democracy and Nazism Germany. Our original author team is back,
offering expert advice, AS and A Level exam-style questions and Examiner Tips. Contents
checklists help monitor revision progress; example student answers and suggested activity
answers help you review your own work. This guide is perfect for use alongside the Student
Books or as a stand-alo
Retaining well-loved features from the previous editions,The Cold War has been approved by
AQA and matched to the new 2015 specification. This textbook explores in depth the evolving
course of international relations during an era of tension between communist and capitalist
powers. It focuses on key ideas such as communism and anti-communism, aggression and
détente, and the power of nuclear technology, and covers events and developments with
precision. Students can further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations and source
analyses via specially selected sources and extracts. Practice questions and study tips provide
additional support to help familiarize students with the new exam style questions, and help
them achieve their best in the exam.
This Student Book is written specifically to match the new 2016 AQA GCSE History
specification, and is developed by Aaron Wilkes, an experienced Head of History, and Jon
Cloake, an author with examining experience. Features such as Interpretations, Practice
Questions and Study Tips help students prepare for the new AQA exams.
This Germany 1890-1945 Democracy and Dictatorship Revision Guide is part of the popular
Oxford AQA GCSE History series. Written by our original author team to match the new AQA
specification, this guide covers exactly what your students require to succeed in the Paper 1
Germany Period Study exams. Recap key events with clear visual diagrams and brief points.
Apply knowledge with targeted revision activities that tests basic comprehension, then apply
understanding towards exam-style questions. Review and track revision with progress
checklists, suggested activity answers and Exam Practice sections. Step-by-step exam
guidance based on the popular 'How to' student book feature. Examiner Tip features most upto-date expert advice and identifies common exam mistakes. Boost student confidence on all
AQA GCSE Germany question types with revision activities such as Interpretation Analysis
and Bullet Points. Perfect for use alongside the Student Book or as a stand-alone resource for
independent revision.

The Tudors - England, 1485-1603Oxford University Press, USA
Retaining well-loved features, this book covers in breadth issues of change, continuity,
and cause and consequence in this period of English history through key questions
such as how effectively did the Tudors develop the powers of the monarchy, and how
did English society and economy change.
Retaining well-loved features from the previous editions, Democracy and Nazism is has
been approved by AQA and is now fully matched to the new 2015 specification.This
textbook covers AS and A Level content together and explores in depth a period of
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German history during which a newly developed democratic form of government gave
way to a dictatorial Nazi regime. It focuses on key ideas such as nationalism,
radicalism, anti-Semitism and Social Darwinism, andcovers events and developments
with precision.Students can further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations
and source analyses via specially selected sources and extracts. Practice questions
and study tips provide additional support to help familiarize students with the new exam
style questions, and help them achieve their bestin the exam.
This Second Edition of The British Empire c1857-1967 Student Book is part of the
Oxford AQA History for A Level series. Updated as part of our commitment to the
inclusive presentation of diverse histories and to reflect the world around us, this
textbook has been approved by AQA and covers AS and A Level History content
together. Developed by an expert team led by an experienced author with senior
examining experience, this revised textbook has been reviewed by historians of colonial
history, Mishka Sinha and Emily Manktelow. It covers in breadth issues of change,
continuity, and cause and consequence in the British Empire during this period through
key questions such as: how did the Empire influence British attitudes and culture? And
how did indigenous peoples respond to British rule? Its aim is to enable you to
understand and make connections between the six key thematic questions covered in
the specification. You can further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations
and source analyses via specially selected sources and extracts. Practice questions
and study tips provide additional support to help familiarise you with the exam-style
questions, and help you achieve your best in the exam. Perfect for use alongside
Kerboodle.
This The Cold War 1945-1991 Revision Guide Kindle Edition is part of the bestselling
Oxford AQA History for A Level series developed by Sally Waller. Written to match the
new AQA specification, this series helps you deepen your historical knowledge and
develop vital analytical and evaluation skills. This revision guide offers the clearly
structured revision approach of Recap, Apply, and Review to prepare you for exam
success. Step-by-step exam practice strategies for all AQA question types are provided
(including Source Analysis and essays linked to Key Concepts), as well as wellresearched, targeted guidance based on what we now know from the new AQA
examiner's reports on The Cold War. Our original author team is back, offering expert
advice, AS and A Level exam-style questions and Examiner Tips. Contents checklists
help monitor revision progress; example student answers and suggested activity
answers help you review your own work. This guide is perfect for use alongside the
Student Books or as a stand-alone resource for independent revision.
Retaining all the well-loved features from the previous editions, International Relations
and Global Conflict c1890-1941 is now fully matched to the 2015 AQA specification and
covers AS and A Level content together.With a strong focus on skills building and exam
practice, this book explores in depth a period in which political ambitions and rivalries
between nations plunged the world into major wars. It focuses on key ideas such as
nationalism, militarism, and the balance of power, and covers events anddevelopments
with precision.Students can further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations
and source analyses via specially selected sources and extracts. Practice questions
and study tips provide additional support to help familiarize students with the new exam
style questions, and help them achieve their bestin the exam
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Retaining well-loved features from the previous editions, Stuart Britain and the Crisis of
Monarchy has been approved by AQA and matched to the 2015 specifications. This
textbook covers AS and A Level content together and covers in breadth issues of
change, continuity, and cause and consequence in in this period of British history
through key themes such as how far did the monarchy change during Stuart Britain,
why were there disputes over religion, how effective was opposition, and how important
were ideologies and individuals. Its aim is to enable you to understand and make
connections between the six key thematic questions covered in the specification.
Students can further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations and source
analyses via specially selected sources and extracts. Practice questions and study tips
provide additional support to help familiarize students with the new exam style
questions, and help them achieve their best in the exam.

Britain: Health and the People c1000-Present Day Student Book Second Edition
is part of the Oxford AQA GCSE History series. Updated as part of our
commitment to the inclusive presentation of diverse histories and to reflect the
world around us, this textbook covers the development of medicine and public
health in Britain.
Written by an experienced teacher and an author with examining experience to
match the 2016 AQA GCSE specification, this combined British Thematic Studies
Book covers developments of each Thematic Study in Britain over a long period
of time, and considers the causes, scale, nature, impact and consequences of
short and long term developments.
Target success in AQA GCSE (9-1) History with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style questions,
revision tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely
on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every
student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topicby-topic planner - Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic
summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content
into context - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by progressing through
revision tasks and Test Yourself activities - Improve exam technique through
exam-style questions and sample answers with commentary from expert authors
and teachers - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the
activities available online This title covers the following options: Period studies Germany, 1890-1945: Democracy and dictatorship - America, 1920-1973:
Opportunity and inequality Wider world depth studies - Conflict and tension,
1918-1939 - Conflict and tension between East and West, 1945-1972 - Conflict
and tension in Asia, 1950-1975 Thematic studies - Britain: Health and the people:
c1000 to the present day - Britain: Power and the people: c1170 to the present
day British depth studies - Norman England, c1066-c1100 - Elizabethan England,
c1568-1603
Retaining all the well-loved features, this book is now matched to the new AQA
specification and covers AS and A Level content together. With a strong focus on
history skills, exam practice and specially selected sources and extracts, this
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book covers the period in depth, to help students understand key ideas, events
and developments.
Retaining well-loved features, this book covers in depth the challenges faced by
the USA at home and abroad as it emerged from the Second World War as a
superpower. It focuses on key concepts such as American identity, anticommunism and ethnic identities, and covers events and developments with
precision.
Retaining well-loved features from the previous editions, France in Revolution
1774-1815 has been approved by AQA and matched to the new 2015
specification.This textbook explores in depth a key period of history which was to
change the relationship between the ruler and the governed, not only in France
but throughout Europe and, in time, the wider world. It focuses on key ideas such
as absolutism, enlightenment, republic and dictatorship, and covers events and
developments with precision. Students can further develop vital skills such as
historical interpretations and source analyses via specially selected sources and
extracts. Practice questions and study tips provide additional support to help
familiarize students with the new exam style questions, and help them achieve
their best in the exam.
Retaining all the well-loved features from the previous editions, The English
Revolution has been approved by AQA and matched to the 2015 specification.
With a strong focus on skills building and exam practice, this book covers a
period of major change in-depth, focusing on key ideas, events and
developments with precision. Students can further develop vital skills such as
historical interpretations and source analyses via specially selected sources and
extracts. Practice questions and study tips provide additional support to help
familiarise students with the new exam style questions, and help them achieve
their best in the exam.
This textbook has been approved by AQA and explores in depth a period of German history
during which a newly developed democratic form of government gave way to a dictatorial Nazi
regime. It focuses on key ideas such as nationalism, radicalism, anti-Semitism and Social
Darwinism, and covers events and developments with precision.
Retaining well-loved features, this book covers in breadth issues of change, continuity, and
cause and consequence in the period of German history through key questions such as how
was Germany governed, what was the extent of social and cultural change, and how effective
was opposition?
Democracy and Nazism: Germany Revision Guide is part of the bestselling Oxford AQA
History for A Level series. With step-by-step exam practice strategies and Examiner Tip
features for all AQA question types, this revision guide offers the clear revision approach of
Recap, Apply, and Review to prepare students for exam success.
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: A Level
Subject: History First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2017 Retaining all the wellloved features from the previous editions, The Tudors has been approved by AQA and
matched to the 2015 specifications. With a strong focus on skills building and exam practice,
this book covers in breadth issues of change, continuity, and cause and consequence in this
period of English history through key questions such as how effectively did the Tudors develop
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the powers of the monarchy, and how did English society and economy change. Its aim is to
enable students to understand and make connections between the six key themes covered in
the specification. Students can further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations and
source analyses via specially selected sources and extracts. Practice questions and study tips
provide additional support to help familiarize students with the new exam style questi
Written by an experienced head of history and an author with examining experience to match
the 2016 AQA GCSE History specification, this combined British Depth Studies Book covers
the historical environments of each British Depth study, and focuses in depth on the economic,
religious, political, social and cultural standpoints of each period.
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